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About this Guide 
 
The following author biography and list of questions about The Haunting of L. are intended as 
resources to aid individual readers and book groups who would like to learn more about the 
author and this book. We hope that this guide will provide you a starting place for discussion, 
and suggest a variety of perspectives from which you might approach The Haunting of L.  
 
About the Book 
 
From Howard Norman, beloved author of The Bird Artist, comes this compelling, intelligent, and 
romantic thriller. In 1927, Peter duvet accepts work as an assistant to the elusive portraitist 
Vienna Linn in the remote town of Churchill, Manitoba—and now Peter’s life is about to change 
in the ways he never could have imagined. All across Canada, Vienna has been arranging and 
photographing gruesome—and fatal—“accidents” for the private collection of a Londoner named 
Radin Heur, a mysterious patron of great wealth, power, and danger. After a strenuous journey, 
Peter arrives in Churchill on the very night of his employer’s wedding only to fall under the spell 
of Vienna’s brilliant and beautiful wife, Kala Murie. Several months later, the uneasy trio moves 
to Peter’s native Halifax, where Peter is drawn ever more deeply to Kala as he reluctantly comes 



 

to share her obsession with “spirit pictures,” photographs in which deceased or forgotten persons 
mysteriously appear. But will Peter’s love for Kala end up costing him his job, his life, or both? 
The Haunting of L. is “a chilling fable of moral blindness and artistic ambition,” as Richard 
Bernstein wrote in The New York Times, “from a writer of complexly tragic vision.” 
 
Praise 

 
“[An] eerie love story and psychological thriller…Norman’s darkly mesmerizing novel of people 
pushed to, and even beyond, their limits manages to transform contrivances into urgencies. That 
might almost be a definition of art.”—The Washington Post 
 
“Impossible to put down… It’s a quirky yarn full of spiritualists and beat cops, red herrings and 
smoking guns…Like [Norman’s] 1994 novel The Bird Artist this new story suggests that love is 
a leap of faith, one taken—most often—in a blinding snowstorm.”—Star Tribune (Minneapolis)  
 
“In its intensity, the haunting atmosphere of this tale is both thrilling and horrifying. Above all, it 
is unforgettable.”—The Baltimore Sun 
 
“[A] Gothic spellbinder… Norman is a laconic stylist, and his characters’ very curious doings 
seem even more peculiar when delivered in a deadpan tone. Part thriller park meditation on 
appearance and reality, fakery and art, the book is a very strange, entertaining read.”—Book 
Magazine 
 
“The final book in Norman’s Canadian trilogy, this beautifully crafted novel—set in Manitoba 
and Halifax—becomes a chilling fable about moral blindness, spirit photography, adultery, 
ambition, and greed.”—Ploughshares 
“The Haunting of L. is [Norman’s] best work yet, a novel of romantic suspense which grips our 
attention and touches our hearts. Through Norman’s extraordinary gift of listening to the past, 
these voices speak again, photographs light up and move, lives driven by spiritual as much as by 
earthly passions are recovered and redeemed.’—Thomas Pynchon  
 
About the Author 
 
Howard Norman is the author of three previous novels—The Northern Lights, The Bird Artist, 
and The Museum Guard—and a collection of short stories. He has twice been named as a finalist 
for the National Book Award. He lives with his family in Vermont and Washington, D.C. 
 
Discussion Questions 
 

1. Discuss The Unclad Spirit, the “book within the book” of Howard Norman’s novel. Who 
is the author of this meta-text, what is it about, when was it first printed, where did it 
come from, and why is ti so important to the novel at hand? And how exactly do the 
novel’s three main characters—Vienna, Kala, and Peter—regard The Unclad Spirit? 
What does this text mean, or else come to mean, to each of them? 



 

2. What is an “uninvited guest”? Who are the key uninvited guests appearing in this tale? 
Provide a narrative context and historical background for each guest you name. 

3. How are the city and the frontier, the town and the country, compared and contrasted in 
the page of The Haunting of L.? 

4. Near the end of the novel’s second chapter, Vienna tells Peter: “To me, a [hotel] lobby’s 
an in-between place, emotionally speaking, and I try to catch that in my photographs.” 
Where else in this novel do we encounter such purgatorial notions and/or locations? What 
other transitional, no-man’s-land, neither here-nor-there realms are we shown? 

5. To what extent is Peter Vienna’s accomplice and co-conspirator in the horrible crimes 
that Vienna perpetrates in the name of art, fame, employment, and profit? Why, for 
example—in the chapter entitled “View of Kala Murie Cutting In on Ghosts”—does 
Peter not warn Driscoll Petchey and the others about the faulty airplane? 

6. Focus on this novel as a portrait of the artist Vienna Linn. How does he in particular 
personify the commercial demands and personal ambitions—the destructive acts and 
creative impulses—that “haunt” so many artists? Is Linn’s ultimate confrontation with 
madness inevitable? Explain. 

7. “No good deed goes unpunished.” This phrase is uttered in The Haunting of L. on several 
occasions. What does it mean, both in general and in terms of the novel’s plot and larger 
meaning(s)? 

8. Near the conclusion of the penultimate chapter, Peter wonders, “What more can a caption 
tell of the truth?” What does he mean by this somewhat rhetorical question? Discuss the 
role that captions play in this story. How, and where, do they contribute—dramatically, 
verbally, structurally, poetically, and so forth—to the action, thought, and imagery of the 
novel? 

9. As a group, explore the often ironic usage of the terms “civil” and “civility” throughout 
the novel. 

10. Look again at this book’s ending, where Kala asks Peter, “Did we want to be assured of 
the same thing?” What is this “thing” that she’s referring to—and how does Peter now, at 
the end of the story, feel about it? How, if at all, has Peter changed over the course of this 
narrative?  
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